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1. Details of CA Assisted Learning in DCL
Channel augmentation [1] is a common and powerful

data augmentation to bridge the gap between visible and

infrared images, and thus channel augmented (CA) images

are used to assist in the learning process of visible streams.

CA dataset is denoted as T a = {xa
i |i = 1, 2, · · · , N} with

the same number of images as the visible dataset. In the

DCL framework, visible images have their augmented CA

images to assist the training progress, which uses the fol-

lowing equations:

Lvis = −
NB/2∑
i=1

log(
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i )/τ)∑Y v

k=1 exp(Kv[k]T · f(xv
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), (1)

Lca = −
NB/2∑
i=1

log(
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), (2)

where ỹvi is the class (pseudo label) for image xv
i and its

channel augmented image xa
i . Besides, τ is a temperature

factor.

2. Details of CA Assisted Learning in ACCL
Visible to infrared learning exhibits a similar form like

infrared to visible learning described in main text of the pa-

per. The difference is that half of the NB images are vis-

ible images and the other half are their corresponding CA

images. It consists of visible and CA learning, denoted as

Lv2r and La2r, respectively. The equations are:

LV 2R = Lv2r + La2r,

Lv2r = −
NB/2∑
i=1

log(
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T · f(xv
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log(
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(3)
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where ŷvi = V2R[ỹvi ]. ỹvi is the pseudo label for the in-

frared image xv
i , and ŷvi is the cross-modality correspon-

dence for ỹvi , also the cross-modality label for image xv
i

and xa
i . τ is a temperature factor. The visible to infrared

aims to bridge modality gap by gathering the given visi-

ble (CA) sample to its corresponding cross-modality proxy

while scattering other proxies.
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